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Dealer Castle Country RV - Helper
Phone: 8772817525
Email: import237737@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/15/2023

Description 2023 Sunset Park RV SunRay 129, Sunset Park RV Sunray travel trailer 129
highlights: Private Toilet Outdoor Kitchen 54" x 80" Dinette Bed Tinted Safety-
Glass Windows Bluetooth Speaker Bunk Bed It will be amazingly easy to get to
the campsite with this Sunray travel trailer! You can use the dinette during the day
as a dining location and at night as a sleeping space, and the 40" x 78" bunk
above the dinette will serve as an additional sleep space for another tired traveler.
Make your world-famous pancakes on the two-burner stove top outside, and
spend some time washing dishes afterwards in the indoor and outdoor sink. Also
on the interior, you will find a private toilet which will be ultra convenient when you
wake up in the middle of the night and need to go to the bathroom. You can add
the optional Sports Package featuring 14" tires instead of the off-road tires, color
matching rims with Moon Caps, and Retro Decor and Diner-Style Countertops.
The Sunray travel trailer from Sunset Park RV is an investment that you'll be able
to enjoy for many years to come! These compact trailers are effortless to tow, so
you won't need fancy equipment to have fun at the campsite. The Sunray is built
upon a powder-coated steel chassis, and it has a diamond plate rock guard to
keep the front end protected from debris. You'll find radial tires, a spare tire with
carrier, and .024" aluminum siding on each model. You'll be able to remain
comfortable when staying indoors thanks to the air conditioner and furnace, and
each model has been prepped for a backup camera in order to make your
maneuvering a little bit easier. Another way that your camping experience will be
elevated is with the Confidence Package which comes with a 6 lift with off-road
tires, black steel rims, and a roof rack.
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: CC08230
VIN Number: 7J3S1EB17PS008230
Condition: New
Length: 15
Sleeps: 3

Item address , Helper, Utah, United States
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